‘More Able and Talented:
Back to Basics and Beyond’
A cross-phase conference on practice
and provision for the More Able and Talented
NACE is delighted to announce Tom Crick,
Professor of Computer Science and Public Policy at Cardiff Met University,
as keynote for this conference on ‘Raising Aspirations in a Digital World’

Thursday 21st April 2016 at St David’s Hotel and Spa, Cardiff
Tom Crick has a strong
interest in science policy,
science communications and
public engagement. He is a
member of a number of
influential policy making
bodies in this area. Tom is
heavily involved in reforming
computer science education
in the UK and is Chair in
Wales of Computing at
School and currently
Programme Director for the
Computing and Information
Systems at Cardiff
Metropolitan University,
where he is also Deputy
Director of Enterprise.

BOOK NOW
to avoid disappointment
WWW.NACE.CO.UK

“NACE Cymru was commonly cited as providing effective specialist support including NACE Cymru conferences
events and training” Review to identify more able and talented provision across Wales,
Welsh Government, January 2016
The conference is for schools looking for inspiration and guidance on how to achieve excellent MAT provision and
outcomes, whatever their stage of development in this area.

Who should attend?

The workshops will include:






MAT Co-ordinators, Teachers,

MAT from scratch: developing policy and provision
Headteachers, Leading Teachers,
Planning for challenge and engagement in the classroom
Consortium and LA Advisers
Raising the aspirations of MAT pupils for further study and career choices
Using technology in creating challenging learning
NACE Cymru Challenge Award: how schools are using the Award to achieve high quality provision for MAT
The conference will also include exhibitors showcasing resources and activities to support MAT provision
NACE Member £250 per day : Non Member £350 per day

Loyalty discount applies*

The programme for these conferences will meet key elements
of your School Effectiveness & Pupil Deprivation Grant.

*Loyalty discount: if your school attended the 2014 & 2015 NACE Cymru conferences, your place will be charged at the 2014 rate of £225 (member) £325 (non member)
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